FRIDAY JUNE 23RD

4:00 PM | DJ Slick Vick + Kadaj Bennett | STAGE A
5:00 PM | Tim Hall | STAGE A
5:40 PM | Nate Nics | STAGE A
6:05 PM | DJ Slick Vick + Kadaj Bennett | STAGE A
6:25 PM | Zyah Belle | STAGE A
7:20 PM | DJ Slick Vick + Kadaj Bennett | STAGE A
8:00 PM | Maimouna Youssef aka Mumu Fresh | STAGE A

SATURDAY JUNE 24TH

11:50 AM | DJ Bobby Bangers | STAGE A
12:00 PM | Notebook P | STAGE A
12:30 PM | Alexus Lee | STAGE B
1:00 PM | Clinton Tesla | STAGE A
1:30 PM | HG Drumline & Youth Choir | STAGE B
2:00 PM | Cake$wagg | STAGE A
2:30 PM | International Show | STAGE B
3:00 PM | DJ Bobby Bangers | STAGE A
3:35 PM | Terri Lyne Carrington and The Berklee Institute of Jazz and Gender Justice | STAGE A
4:30 PM | The Mary Orji Visionaries Collective | STAGE B
5:00 PM | Dreion | STAGE A
5:35 PM | Kevin Ross | STAGE B
6:30 PM | ToriTori | STAGE A
7:00 PM | KEI | STAGE B
7:20 PM | DJ Bobby Bangers | STAGE A
7:50 PM | All Female Hip-Hop Tribute | STAGE B
8:00 PM | Grandmaster Flash | STAGE A